
A reminder of the importance to continue testing twice-weekly at home please. 

Year 10 aspiring medics are working hard in preparation for their Young Medics Summer

School which will be hosted by our sponsor, University of Liverpool.

Well done to all the students who have joined us in recent weeks as a trial ahead of

September. You have settled in brilliantly and we have enjoyed getting to know you better.

You have made a fantastic impression on the whole team. Keep up the good work!

A few new summer school choices are now available including Upcycling, Animatronics

and Aquaponics. There are also a few spots available for Sport Science, Drama and Game

Theatre - an RPG experience. Click through from the banner on the home page to secure

your place. All free of charge for current students and applicants.

NOTES FOR THIS WEEK:

IGNITE HIGHLIGHTS THIS WEEK: 

Students have been learning virtually about Zentangle patterns in Graphics as part of their

imagination project. Due to working from home the challenge was to use whatever materials

they had to hand. They produced some incredible results. Studio students have just finished a

session looking at Facebook Reality Labs and new technology coming soon. We talked about

AR, VR and project ARIA. Some really cool things to think about. We then looked specifically

at SparkAR, a free tool to let you create AR filters for Instagram. The students are going to

have a look at creating their own over the next few weeks. Students in art have had the

chance to explore the sketchbooks from previous students for inspiration and to understand

the grades they are working towards.

It has been a week of two steps forward, two steps back as some bubbles have returned whilst others have left

the building. We are grateful that parents and students remain proactive in their testing and are considerate of

keeping each other safe. We are deeply disappointed that we have not been able to run our Year 12 NCS

programme as planned and do hope students take advantage of the opportunity to participate later in the

summer. Year 10 students are making a fantastic effort in their PPEs. This is great practice for year 11 and we

know now more than ever how important it is to prepare for every assessment. Year 12 are also hard at it, either

preparing for PPEs, sitting them or cracking on with BTEC assessments. Which leaves Ignite students who have

worked incredibly hard whilst isolating at home this week.
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DSTL COMPETITION 
A team of Year 12 students have been participating in a national competition this week with DSTL. They have

been completing their Callisto Space Mission to design a moon landing base. The team have been brought

together from a range of different specialisms to ensure we could draw on their expertise in a range of areas.

They have created an incredible plan for the living base, including energy, oxygen and food supplies. They also

considered the health implications for the moon landing community. Truly excellent work!


